DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION, DELIVERY
Detection and locating, measuring equipment, water leak detectors, cable locators, cable and pipe locators

Metal and non-metal pipeline locator with water leak detection function «SUCCESS TPT-522N»

The set consists of:
- Headphones
- Acoustic sensor AD
- Electromagnetic sensor EMD
- Transmitter AG-144.1
- Inductive antenna IEM
- Impact device UM
- Receiver AP-027
- Contact rods for AD-227
- Carrying rod for AD-227
- Cables and accessories

Success TPT-522 is a unique set - It consists of 3 kits:

1. Water leak detector
   For water leak detection from metal and plastic tubes inside the house and up to 6 m depth underground

2. Cable and pipeline locator
   For detection of cables and metal pipelines underground up to 6 m depth

3. Non-metallic pipeline locator
   For detection non-metallic pipelines, using impact device UM-112 (unique!)

Extra equipment:
- Acoustic sensor ADM-227 and rod ADM for leak survey at valves, hydrants and et.ct
- Sensor NR - 117 Identification of the cable, the function "selection the cable from a bunch"
- Clamps transmitting CI - 110 Noncontact connection to the pipelines or to the cable lines
- Magnetic base of ADM sensor is also used for pipe diagnostics in hard-to-reach places and on the pipes of small diameter.
- Sensor for insulation control DKI - 117 Searching of outer insulation defects of metal pipelines (water, gas) at trenchless laying
- Sensor for determination of insulation defects DODK - 117 Searching of cable faults at shorting of its armoring to the ground
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